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var key: string; begin key := trim(strinput); result := verifykey(key); if result then begin label1.caption := "valid key!"; end else begin
label1.caption := "invalid key!"; end; end; of course it would be more prudent to use a key generator, but since we are dealing with cracking

software, its ok to just hack out a working keygen. if you have to use a key generator, you can skip the first step above (starting the
function) and go straight to trying the key. this keygen checks the lengths of strings at compile time. since we know that the first three
characters of the key must be ac, and the first four characters must be 01234567890ac, we can't generate a key that includes ac and

0123456, regardless of how clever we get. there are other options for preventing crackers from creating valid keys for your software. any
time there is a large amount of unchanging code in your program (like most code in third party libraries), you can create a function that will

refuse to load an imported object unless it is signed with your key. this will prevent crackers from being able to create what looks like a
working product, but is actually just a front for their cracked copies. if a cracker is able to create a valid key, they can then register the

cracked executable using your general license key system, and then just send the cracked version to everyone who has paid for the
application. these strings will be stored in the exe header. when a cracker tries to generate the key for the first time, it will only be able to

see the first line of the array. but on subsequent runs, the cracker will be unable to see that string.
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first, keep in mind that your app is
not only trying to be keygen

resistant, but also to keep working
keygens from working. that means
you have to make sure the cracker
doesnt get to the full executable.

lets assume that your application is
in a single executable file. you can
then perform the following trick,
which will prevent a cracker from

being able to alter your executable
file and make it work. the trick is to
use a feature that is only available
in the ide for generating a license

key. if the cracker has the full
executable, then he has to have the
ide in order to make a keygen. i'm
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using this syntax for creating a
function called testkeygen, so the
application will think its a function.
you can call it anything you want.

just make sure to call it from where
you want a keygen. one big

drawback is that if an end user
wants to try your software prior to

purchasing it, they need to reinstall
your software. if you simply include
a serial number and keygen inside
your exe, they need to reinstall the
exe to get the serial number. one
option is to simply require a serial
number and keygen to be input at
the start of your software. if the
serial number doesnt match the
internal serial number, the crack

fails and you arent allowed to
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proceed. this isnt particularly
elegant. the final parameter for

pkv_getkeybyte() is a
pkv_scan_code_byte. the code that
is returned by this function will be

the keygen code. the pushad
command is used here to save the

value that is returned by
pkv_getkeybyte(). if your product is
in the blacklist, it will be checked to
see if it is in the whitelist. if it is, the
generated key will be prepended to
the end of the whitelist. if it is not,

you will be prompted to enter
another key. that means the

cracker cant get a keygen that will
work for your product. 5ec8ef588b
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